The deltahedra observed experimentally in the borane anions B,H,, *-(6 <n G 10) are the only possible n-vertex deltahedra having only degree 4 and 5 vertices. The existence of an 11-vertex deltahedron having only degree 4 or 5 vertices is topologically impossible in accord with the presence of a degree 6 vertex in the observed structure for Br,Hi,'-.
The deltahedral boranes, BnHn2-, and the isoelectronic carboranes, C2B, _ *H,,, are the prototypical examples of globally delocalized molecules exhibiting three-dimensional aromatic&y [l-6] . A characteristic feature of the structure of such molecules is the tendency for the boron and carbon atoms to form deltahedra in which all vertices have degrees 4 or 5. (In the context of this discussion deltahedra are polyhedra in which all faces are triangles and the degree of a vertex is the number of edges meeting at that vertex.) The deltahedra found in the boranes B,H,,2-for n = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 are depicted in Fig. 1 [7, 81. All of these deltahedra contain only degree 4 and degree 5 vertices. However, the llvertex deltahedron found in BiiHii*-[9] is the socalled edge-coalesced icosahedron ( Fig. 2 ) which contains a single vertex of degree 6 as well as eight vertices of degree 5 and two vertices of degree 4.
The shapes of the boron deltahedra in the boranes B,H,,*-(6 <n G 12) raise the following topological questions.
(i) Are the deltahedra found in the structures with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 boron vertices the only possible deltahedra in which all vertices have degrees 4 or 5?
(ii) Is there a deltahedron with 11 vertices in which all of the vertices have degrees 4 or .5? This note explores briefly these two questions.
In connection with the first of these questions, previously reported methods [lo, 111 were used to generate all three-connected planar graphs having only degree 4 and 5 vertices and 9 or less total vertices and having 10 total vertices and 23 or 24 edges. All such graphs correspond to polyhedra. The numbers of topologically distinct polyhedra so obtained having only degree 4 and 5 vertices, 6 to 11 total vertices, and up to 24 total edges are given in Table 1 ; further details on specific polyhedra enumerated in Table 1 are published elsewhere 1121. Of particular chemical significance is the existence of only one topologically distinct deltahedron with only degree 4 and 5 vertices for each number of total vertices from 6 to 10, inclusive. These deltahedra, 0020-1693/90/$3.50 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in Switzerland 12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24   Total  1  0  0  1  1  1  2  3  5  9 of course, correspond to those found experimentally [7, 81 in B,H,'-(6<n< 10). The second question concerns the existence of a deltahedron with 11 total vertices, all of degree 4 or 5. Such an 11-vertex deltahedron necessarily must have 27 edges, 18 faces, 10 vertices of degree 5, and 1 vertex of degree 4 on the basis of Euler's theorem and other elementary topological considerations [13] . The duals [14] of deltahedra are the simple polyhedra, namely polyhedra with all vertices of degree 3. Simple polyhedra must satisfy the relationship [15] 3f3 + 2f4 +fs = 12 +kT, (k -6)fk (1) in which fk is the number of faces having k edges (i.e. fX is the number of triangular faces, f4 the number of quadrilateral faces, etc.). In the dual of the 1 l-vertex deltahedron of interestf, =fk (k & 7) = 0 so that f4 = 1 and fs = 10 from eqn. (1). Equation (1) says nothing about the required value of f6, i.e. the number of hexagonal faces corresponding to the number of degree 6 vertices in the dual polyhedron. However, the corresponding minimum values of f6 have been determined by hand for all sets of f3, f4 and f5 satisfying eqn. (1) for fk = 0 for k > 7.
In the case of f3 = 0, f4 = 1, fs = 10 corresponding to the dual of the 11-vertex deltahedron of interest, the minimum value of f6 is 2 rather than 0. This indicates the topological impossibility of a simple polyhedron with a total of 11 faces, all of which are quadrilaterals or pentagons or of the dual of such a simple polyhedron, namely a deltahedron with 11 total vertices, all of degree 4 or 5.
The observations outlined above suggest that the B H,'-deltahedra are uniquely defined by simple toaological considerations with vertices of degrees 4 and 5 being strongly favored. Thus the deltahedra found in B,H+,*-(6 <n < 10) are the only possible deltahedra having only degree 4 and 5 vertices and n total vertices. Only in the case of BrlH1tZ-where an 11-vertex deltahedron having only degree 4 and 5 vertices is shown to be topologically impossible, does the observed deltahedron contain a single degree 6 vertex.
